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The beauty behind the “Underworld Evolution”
Legislative Internship brings back old memories
By Rich Moniak
The Whalesong

Government. The word travels with
the same unfriendly companions: bureaucracy, gridlock, partisan politics,
waste, and corruption. It can be ugly.
Yet it’s our system, and as a nation we
take pride in maintaining the bedrock
of democratic principals. It can work
and more often than not, does work.
Few people ever get an inside view
of the complex undertakings of our
legislative process. For a small group
of students in the University of Alaska’s Legislative Internship Program, it
is beyond up close and personal. For
one semester it is their life.
Open to all fields of study, the program places up to 10 students in the
office of an Alaskan state legislator
during the 121-day session that begins
in January each year. Each intern is
expected to perform the same tasks as
regular paid staffers.
Students will be exposed to the
excitement of taking part in a piece of
active legislation, possibly from inception through to committee hearings

and maybe even enactment into law.
That high is tempered by mountains of
correspondence every legislator tries
to answer and the mundane clerical
work to keep it all organized. It all
takes place in the hallowed halls of the
State Capitol.
The atmosphere can be awesome to
the newcomer. Everywhere you look
there is an elected official or long-time
legislative staffer dedicated to their
view of making Alaska a better place
to live. It’s no longer bits and pieces
of the anecdotal accounts that the vast
majority of us see through the media.
The people have faces, voices, and
noble ambitions. They’re real.
“For me, it’s like being a kid in a
candy store,” says Tim Burch of UAS
and an intern this session with Rep.
Beth Kerttula of Juneau.
Rep. Kerttula invests an enormous
effort to represent her constituency.
She has benefited from the work of
student interns during other sessions.
“It’s a real honor to have a student
chose you,” she explains, the reward
being hard work and fresh ideas that

What is the trail around Auke
Lake going to look like?
Page 2
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By Alex Marvel
The Whalesong

Vampires and Werewolves, the continuation
of an epic battle between
not so good and down
right evil, and a sexarific
woman with a wicked
English accent, the Seventh Harry Potter novel?
No, it’s Underworld Evolution the long-awaited
sequel to Underworld.
We all remember the
original Underworld that
came out in late 2003. It
was the first of its kind
because it showed us a
world where there wasn’t
just one race of superhuman monsters, but two.
And moreover, the two
monsters fought with each
other, what else could
have satisfied the average
American male? A really
pretty monster that knows
karate and has a devastat-

See Under, Pg. 8
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“Underworld Evolution” is a continuation from the first “Undrworld”
where Kate Beckinsale fought her way into gothic hearts.

The Polar
Bear Plunge
had a
fantastic
turnout.

National News:
What is
happening with
the Prophet
Muhammad?
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Get a close inspection
of Auke Lake’s wealth
By John S. Sonin
The Whalesong

Photos from the Auke Lake Trail Public Info Packet

Above: There are many different ideas on
how the trail should look and how it should be
created. One thing in discussion is the type of
bridge that will be used. The Steel Bow Truss
bridge is one of the designs in question.

Left: A photo of a metal girder bridge. The
benefit is that these bridge modules can be
constructed in a controlled manner, and brought
to the site for quick installation.

Right: Pre-fabricated structures can
be made using a variety of materials
and techniques. For example, the
modified steel bow truss bridge,
which has less of a curve than the
normal steel bow truss (see top
photo).
Below: The main limiting factor
is the size of any given bridge and
the number required. The Pre-Engineered Steel bridge is large and
could cause a problem during installation because of the limited access
to the site.

During the 2006 summer semester,
Dr.. Daniel Monteith, UAS Professor
of Anthropology, will be offering two
new classes in Cultural Resource Management Assessment. Monteith and
his class will be doing field work prior
to construction of the planned Auke
Lake Trail, the first phase of which is
scheduled to be completed sometime
next year.
The entire project will encircle the
lake, with a housing lodge and campus
connection, and will be nearly three
miles long, according to Lynne Johnson, Director of Development in the
Chancellor’s Office.
The initial phase is expected to be
approximately a mile, stretching to
Goat Hill and Back Loop Road from
campus. Before this phase begins,
Monteith’s class will test and survey
the area along the entire proposed
three-mile route to evaluate its cultural
heritage.
Examination of the project site
will be the subject of Monteith’s curriculum this summer. His instruction
will focus on excavating artifacts and
researching the histories of lake side
bivouacs settled by the Auk Kwan
people nearly 800 years ago.

He plans for students to
corroborate these with
“oral histories (by)
interviewing elders”
about the Auk Kwan
settlements.
The first of these academic pursuits
will be scheduled as “Anth. 393, Archeology of Auke Lake,” and will give
students hands-on experience unearthing and preserving any artifacts found
while testing sediment.
“The area was settled extensively
by the Auk Kwan,” Monteith states.
His plan for the class is to dig “periodic test pits in the forest to access
the probability of (finding) cultural
materials.”

His students hope to uncover some
distinctive items unique to these
people, such as the roughly 400-700
year-old fish trap displayed downtown
in the Juneau-Douglas City Museum,
which was discovered near Montana
Creek.
The class will essentially be engaged in what he terms “pedestrian
surveys” along the entire proposed
path.
The second hands-on seminar
Monteith will lead this summer is
in cultural anthropology and history
entitled “Anthro. 493, Ethnohistory
of Auke Lake.” This class will collect
all available data on Native history, including photos, from both the state and
city museums. He plans for students to
corroborate these with “oral histories
(by) interviewing elders” about the
Auk Kwan settlements.
In this 493 class, Monteith also
hopes to involve the interest of high
school students from J.D.H.S. with a
desire to inspire an interest for these
studies among those bound for higher
education.
Upon completion of the trail, hikers will be allowed close inspection
of Auke Lake’s wealth of flora and
fauna.
In addition, they may take an interest in the lake’s topography. Cathy
Conner, UAS Associate Professor of
Geology says, “According to bathymetric readings, (the lake) reaches a
depth of over 100 feet, near its north
shore.”
During the last ice age this entire
area was covered with glaciers. As they
receded, the Mendenhall was the last
spur of the Juneau Ice Field to reveal
the landscape. Auke Lake was in a direct line from the glacier to Auke Bay,
so during the on-going glacial rebound
the lake would have been a salt chuck
which would flood with water during
high tides, before it was cordoned off
by uplifting to form the lake.
With such absorbing information
to be gleaned before and after this
trail’s construction, the classes may fill
quickly so watch closely for priority
registration in April. Or get out and
hike the completed trail for your own
schooling.
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“The Flood of prints has turned reading into a process of gulping rather than savoring.” -Warren Chappell
Feb. 15-17, Board of Regents meeting in
Juneau
Feb. 16-17, Banff Festival of Mountain Films,
Centennial Hall
Feb. 25, 9 p.m., Mardi Gras dance at the
REC Center
Feb. 17 Noon, Financial Aid Workshop,
Novatney Conf. Rm
Feb 18 7 p.m., Dance Movie Night
REC Center
Feb. 19 9:30 a.m.-2 p.m., S’more Capture
the Flag, Eagle River
Feb. 20 7:30 p.m., Science for Alaska: Surviving a Tsunami, Centennial Hall
Feb. 22 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Summer Job Fair,

Lake Room
Feb. 23 5:30-8 p.m., Volleyball Open Gym
REC Center
Feb. 24 Noon, Financial Aid Workshop,
Novatney Conf. Rm
Feb. 25 9 p.m.-1 a.m., Mardi Gras Dance,
REC Center
Feb. 27 7:30p.m., Science for Alaska: Mirror
Images, Centennial Hall
Mar. 1 5 p.m., Graduation announcement
orders due at bookstore
Mar. 1 7 p.m., WHM: Clara Bow, It
Egan Lecture Hall
Mar. 3 5:30pm-8:00pm Volleyball Open
Gym, REC

If you would like to see your photo
in this spot, please email it to us
in jpeg format at uaswhalesong@
yahoo.com

Let us know what’s going on in your
corner of campus! Send your calendar events and birthdays you want
announced to
uaswhalesong@yahoo.com

Photo by Daniel Buck,
www.danielbuckphotography.com

Scientists discover deep sleep secrets
By Tina Hesman
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (KRT)

Hummingbirds do it. Bears do it. Even whistle
pigs do it. So why don’t we do it?
That’s the question scientists who study hibernation are asking. If humans could hibernate, or at least
harness the power of torpor (as scientists call the
dormant drowse), conditions such as SIDS, obesity
and diabetes might be a thing of the past.
Researchers hope that studies of hibernators also
may aid trauma victims, help preserve transplant organs, lead to safer weight-loss treatments and bloodthinning agents and shed light on some of the most
basic, but still mysterious processes in the body.
On Feb. 2, the groundhog Punxsutawney Phil
aroused from his long winter’s sleep, saw his shadow, and predicted six more weeks of winter. (NOTE:
The calendar agrees with Phil. The official start of
spring, March 21, is always a little more than six
weeks away from Groundhog Day.)
It’s not Phil’s powers of meteorological prognostication that interest scientists. Physiologists are far
more concerned with the furry weatherman’s sleep
habits.
Hibernation is an amazing feat of body regulation.
Groundhogs, also known as woodchucks and whistle
pigs, and their brethren in the squirrel family, are
among the “true hibernators.” The family includes
groundhogs, their cousins the marmots, ground
squirrels, prairie dogs, and chipmunks.
Most members hibernate or go into torpor, a suppressed metabolic state just shy of deep hibernation.
The animals bulk up in the summer, often doubling
their weight, and then go dormant through the winter.

During the down time, the hibernators stop eating
and switch their metabolisms to burn fat instead of
carbohydrates and protein. Their hearts slow, their
breathing is altered, and their body temperature drops
to a degree or two above outside temperatures.
Some ground squirrels can regulate their thermostats down to minus three degrees Celsius (yes,
below freezing), said Steve Swoap, a physiologist
at Williams College in Williamstown, Mass. Most
hibernators don’t dip that far, Swoap said.
The way marmots monitor their fat stores could
hold lessons for human dieters. Marmots “are the
ultimate yo-yo dieters,” said Greg Florant, a biology professor at Colorado State University in Fort
Collins. Yellow-bellied marmots may enter their burrows in the fall carrying 30 percent to 40 percent of
their body weight in fat. They emerge in the spring
svelte with near zero body fat, he said.
People who undergo such massive weight changes may suffer severe health problems, but hibernators
show no ill effects.
Fat is probably the key to triggering hibernation,
Florant and Swoap say. Both have evidence that
an appetite-suppressing hormone called leptin is
involved. Fat makes leptin. Florant thinks insulin
also may help hibernators watch their weight.
Humans probably also have what it takes to regulate body fat the way marmots do, he said. “We’re
mammals just like the marmots, so we must have
the same genes,” Florant said.
Very young humans may have the most in common with hibernators, said Bill Milsom, a zoologist
and comparative physiologist at the University of
British Columbia. Hibernators can stop breathing

for long periods when cold. Golden-mantled ground
squirrels may stop breathing for up to 45 minutes at
a time. The animals then take a rapid series of 20 or
more breaths before they halt breathing again.
Young human and rat babies cooled to super low
temperatures also stop breathing for a long time and
enter a state similar to hibernation. The infants can
recover fully once warm, Milsom said.
But adult humans have long since lost that ability.
If adults get too cold, they not only stop breathing,
their hearts stop. Rewarming doesn’t help either.
“They go from being cold and dead to being warm
and dead,” Milsom said.
Learning how hibernators control their breathing
could someday lead to a better understanding of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, Milsom hopes. SIDS
may happen at the transition point when humans
lose the ability to hibernate.
When hibernators get cold, they get tough, researchers led by Hannah V. Carey at the University
of Wisconsin have discovered. Because their hearts
slow, hibernators don’t send as much blood to their
tissues. That can damage organs.
Hibernating 13-lined ground squirrels have no
trouble protecting their intestines when the blood
supply is clamped off, Carey found. But the same
animals in summer mode suffered almost as much
intestinal damage as rats when blood supply to the
intestines was cut off.
Carey said that determining how ground squirrels protect their intestines during hibernation could
lead to drugs that could enable accident victims to
survive similar injuries or help preserve organs for
transplant longer.
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“If a nation’s literature declines, the nation atrophies and decays.” Ezra Pound

Religious weapon of mass destruction
By Jess Coleman
The Whalesong

Fighting the war on terrorism is a
battle that is being fought on many
fronts. When you are dealing with
most terrorists, you are not only dealing with an individual, you are dealing
with a way of life. The missions that
these terrorists are carrying out are
not just an assignment from a general
or rogue group of authority. These are
values that have been instilled in their
minds from day one.
The basis of this madness stems
from religion. When a terrorist straps a
bomb to their chest, or steers a jet full
of innocent passengers into their final

destination, what is their motive? What
would possess these individuals to
carry out such a thoughtless crime?
Throughout history religion has
been behind many events ranging from
massacres, holocausts and genocide.
The Spanish Inquisition was based
on religious brutality, and later the
Holocaust and millions of other cases
documented and lost to the time.
So what do we do as a society? The
Iraq insurgency is being fought by religious fighters, who feel they are doing
no wrong, as they have been raised
to believe that their radical actions
will provide them passage to a better
place. People are dying, and this will

not end; these religious combatants
are not soon going to abandon their
religious beliefs. These beliefs now
more than ever are being introduced
to the next generation, as they see
the chaos first hand. Many argue that
the Muslim faith and numerous other
faiths of the Middle-East are radical
and violent, but the religious views of
Catholics and Christians at times have
been no milder.
I don’t believe that there is any
right answer, and I am in no way arguing that religion is a negative aspect
of our world. I strongly feel that we
should take a step back and re-evaluate
our beliefs.

Campaign finance reform and special interests
By John S. Sonin
The Whalesong

Something must be done about
political campaigns—for supposed
public servants! And the way they
are financed. Also, for that matter, we
need to stop all these warped judicial
appointments.
The manner in which campaigns
are currently conducted only does
democracy a disservice. Make that a
disservice by skewing politicians into
believing corporate interests are of
more value than electoral welfare.
I remember a few years back someone on the political right contended
money had as much right to a vote as
the individual! Talk about a Constitu-

tional perversion. With big business
superceding private citizens, and that
idea’s anthropomorphization elevated
to the Supreme Court in the personage of Samuel Alito, it won’t be a far
cry for Constitutional distortions of
this magnitude to be decreed upon the
rest of us. It all starts with the favor
of money and power—corporate ideals—over welfare and humanity.
This overarching perversion of
democratic truth only proves to stifle,
constrain or muffle social choices and
opportunity, especially for those with
integrity, for the majority of individuals. If this goes on, it will become that
everyone needs to play a head game
with everyone else because each assumes the other is jockeying for power.

Everyone is thinking, “Now how need
I act or what must I say to assure myself a better material and influential
position in this instance?” No one
worries about tomorrow. It’s all about
instant gratification or coming out of
this interaction the definitive winner!
This perception has no understanding of the metaphysical fact that what
goes around comes around. Neither
does it have any principle grounded
in the Golden Rule. Case in point,
consider how the socially-minded
Bill Clinton had to become so verbally agile to win any public-serving
agenda?
Once this style of communication

See Campaign, Pg. 14
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Editorial cartoons UAS’s attendance

policy is unrealistic
By Sandra Galeana
The Whalesong

UAS professors weigh too much of
a student’s grade on attendance.
I started college as soon as I finished high school in 2001 thinking
that college was going to add a little
freedom to my academic life. I had
an idea that college really didn’t care
about your attendance. The student is
paying for the class so they can choose
to show up. However, UAS does not
share that sentiment.
Teachers who take attendance subtract up to 10 percent from your grade
making it impossible for a student who
works or has kids to get an ‘A’ no matter how much work they put into their
assignments.
I personally think that it is wrong
for professors to place so much weight
on attendance for several reasons.
Students are paying for this class.
To show up or not to show up, is their
choice, they shouldn’t be docked for
something that doesn’t reflect their
knowledge or learning curve in the
class.
I realize that these classes are not

distance courses, but paying for the
class implies that the student will
want to go to class or at least learn the
course.
While students should show up for
class, grades should not reflect this.
I have had classes that enforce the
policy, “if you miss two or more weeks
of class then you will fail.” This means
a student could have A’s on all their
assignments but because they missed
two weeks of class they fail and lose
their tuition payments and they will
have to take the class again.
A class that I am taking right now
doesn’t even care why a student has
missed the class. The policy is you
miss a class period you will lose 5 percent. You miss two class periods and
the student will lose another 5 percent.
This makes it impossible to receive an
‘A’ in the class.
I respect the idea that professors
want their students to come to class
and they want to create a closeness
in the community, but to reflect attendance on a student’s grade is like an
officer taking points from your license
for not getting in a car crash.

Freecreditreport.wrong
Knight Ridder/Tribune News Service
(KRT)

The following editorial appeared
in the Chicago Tribune on Sunday,
February 5, 2006:
You try to be prudent, proactive,
protective. So, many months ago, you
followed the urging of all those personal finance columnists and requested
free copies of your credit reports. With
February moving apace, maybe you’re
excited at the prospect of taking a 2006
look at your financial reputation (via
www.annualcreditreport.com, or 877322-8228).
But what did you really learn last
year from the folks at Equifax, Experian and TransUnion, the three big
reporting companies that tell businesses whether you’re a good credit
risk?

If you’re like us, maybe you learned
that:
You have six different names.
Your Sybil-like multiple personalities include a list parallel to this: John
Public, John P. Ublic, John Q. Public,
John Quincy Public, John R. Public
and John D. Public. Your financial
reputation evidently is several people’s
reputations rolled into one, and you are
only a few of those several people.
Yes, you do live where you think
you live. But one credit database is
convinced that you also live where you
work (it only seems that way). That
computer implausibly thinks you also
live where you haven’t actually lived
since 1983, since 1989 and since 1990
(you hated that place).
Panic of panics, maybe you’re
somehow still paying property taxes
on all of those places. Or maybe in the

See Credit, Pg. 9
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Walking the road to Skagway
Stefan Ricci
The Whalesong

With the Feb 2 release of the revised Environmental Impact Statement on the proposed road linking (or
as the latest offering has it, nearly linking) Juneau to
Skagway, “The Road” is once again holding court
in the local consciousness.
I find the many issues embedded in the proposed
project to be both complex and important and my
current position on the matter tends to swing back
and forth. The same was true last spring even after
a friend and I hiked much of the proposed 50.8 mile
route the road would follow.
Early one morning last May, my friend Mike and
I set off on bikes from his house in Tee Harbor. We
intended to bike, hike, and swim to Haines. Reaching
Echo Cove we handed the bikes off to my friend’s
wife, and heading toward Berner’s Bay, took to the
beach.
Though we were still in the early shadows the
clear sky above brought with it the promise of a
beautiful spring day. The tide was low and a salty
musty odor permeated the morning air as we moved
along alternating from low to high on the beach.
We searched for the best footing, not too soft or
slick, more stones than boulders, with urchin rather

than kelp or moss covered rocks preferred. From a
distance came the low whine of chainsaws and the
dull rumble of heavy equipment going along with
the road construction to a new Sawmill Creek ferry
terminal.
On a selfish level, most days I think I support
“The Road.” The idea of easy travel up the East side
of the Lynn Canal is appealing. The area is host to
a number of beautiful mountains and compelling
alpine objectives. A road would offer convenient
access to a number of these peaks. That such a road
might lay beneath them would do little to reduce
the experiences I could have on their craggy aspects
thousands of feet above. It is not often that I find
myself trying to escape completely all traces of
man; rather, I embrace the dichotomy inherent in
our struggle to live to the fullest extent while still
maintaining an understanding of our impact on the
environment.
When making decisions about the road, or any
other project for development, to deny this duality seems both contradictory and hypocritical. The
recognition of my own culpability brings with it the
understanding that my positions concerning development need to account for the lifestyle that I enjoy.
This should not and does not exclude me from being
a passionate supporter of
the environment; neither
does it keep me from believing that development
is a necessary component
in all our lives. However,
it will keep the way I view
the relationship between
the environment, development, and my way of life
honest by demanding that
I am as open minded when
listening to a proposal for
potential development as I
am to one restricting it.
Late in our first day of
hiking we arrived in the
back corner of Berner’s
Bay. Our plan was to make
a 1.5 mile swim across the
shallow water covering the
Berner’s River delta. Two
friends, who would be our
support on the swim, met
us in a skiff, bringing with
them our wet suits and
snorkeling gear.
Swimming, according
to my companion on the
trip, is an under-appreciated mode of travel. This

The Whalesong
Is looking for those who
want to see their name in
the UAS newspaper.

You can submit articles by
email:
UASWhalesong@yahoo.com
You have the freedom of
speech and the freedom of
press. Use them.

is self-evident; I think he believes, in the fact that if
asked of the different ways Juneau can be accessed,
most people would fail to mention swimming.
Nonetheless, after the swim—which had several sea
lions buzzing about us, apparently puzzled over our
neoprene clad figures, and which due to technical
difficulties, I did not finish—we spent the evening
camped on the beach. Under cloudy skies, we went
our separated ways the next morning; those in the
boat, back to Juneau, Mike and I continuing on
toward Haines.
As plans for the road have continued to develop,
the local paper has offered good information on
the subject despite having taken a position opposing it. However, the public debate between those
with hard-line opinions has been troubling. Both,
members of the Murkowski administration and local
conservation groups have framed the issue in such a
manner that they need often rely on half-truths and
sound bites. The result is an appearance that they
are catering to the reactionary or the ignorant and,
at least in my opinion; are not speaking to the real
issues involved.
Arriving on the East side of the canal after cutting across the St Mary’s peninsula, we must have
looked like workers emerging from a sulfur mine.
While struggling through the dense forest for the last
hours, the two of us had been coated in sticky yellow
pollen as it burst into small clouds when we brushed
against the trees on our way by. No matter, the Canal
was now laid out before us and aimed northward
to the point where water and mountain and sky all
merged to a single point. The mountains seemed to
boast, even shout, with wisps of water casting off
from the high snowfields, plummeting in elegant
sweeps down and down the scraggy faces before
being lost to the deep canyons below, while ridges
and buttresses, angular and sharp, tore themselves
from the tree-line arcing their way toward the distant
summits. Lost in all of this, we continued our stroll
at the waters edge.
Later that day while passing the Kensington mine,
we noticed two men standing beside a large metal
building talking. They showed little interest in what
must have been a strange sight to them—the two of
us tinged yellow, hiking up the beach 20 miles from
the road—so we gave a casual wave and kept on
walking. The scene was a bit unreal, with us, them,
the buildings and equipment, all seemingly out of
place in a setting that felt far removed from civilization. It was an unusual sensation to me.
It is no secret, of course, that carving a swath
through an otherwise untracked stretch of land will
damage the ecosystems involved. No matter how it
is looked at, it should be clear that impacts to the environment will be significant and lasting. For some

See Road, Pg. 15
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A Polar Bear Plunge extravaganza
By Alex Marvel

Left: (from left to right)
Brandon Droeder, Shannon Webb, and Carl
Lundquist prepare to dive
into the polar water. They
stood there contemplating their jump for almost
three minutes before they
took the dive.

(From left to right) Daniel lewis, Carl Lundquist, and Shannon Webb emerge from the cold waters.

Left: In his Hawaiian motif, Paul Kraft
exits the water of Auke Bay and quickly
realizes that Hawaii is only a distant land of
warmth and sunshine.

Right: Chancellor John Pugh and fellow
UAS staff take the plunge on Sunday afternoon. Burrr...

Even dogs wanted to have fun on this, the day of the
Polar Bear Plunge.

A band of UAS students swim for their lives to escape the freezing waters of Auke Bay after jumping in just so they could receive a free T-shirt. Nice Mohawk Louis.
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” A fool sees not the same tree that a wise man sees.” Robert Frost

two forbidden fruits, and thus gives Speedman a new
ingly intoxicating accent you say, well then enter strength ultimately saving his life.
However, this is all old news and if you’re inKate Beckinsale.
Beckinsale plays Anna Valerious, a vampire who terested you can Netflix it for just $9.99. Thus we
has been the muscle for the vampire side of things go back to the future where we find Speedman and
ever since she was made one back in the 1200s. Beckinsale together facing a very unhappy Vampire
Beckinsale discovers that the events leading up to crowd, and a freakin’ ugly Werewolf population,
her becoming a vampire were fabricated, and in the props to the 13-member special make-up team.
The story continues as Beckinsale and Speedman
mist of figuring things out she stumbles upon a rather
handsome human, ladies meet Scott Speedman who (real life husband and wife) go into temporary hiding
in order to plan their next move, which Beckinsale
plays Michael Corvin.
Coincidentally Speedman is about to play a huge believes should be to awaken the most powerful
role in both propelling the war between Vampires of all vampires and tell him the truth about how
and Werewolves, and in getting busy with our butt certain other vampires have been misbehaving. Unkicking however confused blood thirsty Beckinsale. beknownst to our two heroes, Marcus is already out
The plot thickens when we discover that Speedman and doing quite well in trying to figure out what’s
is actually the last surviving human member of the happened to his once powerful dynasty.
Using a cunning bit of Vampire ingenuity Marcus
original Corvinus family who were the very first
locates the odd couple and in doing so attempts to
vampires.
Family politics get out of hand and Speedman is find out about Beckinsale’s past which sends her and
turned into a Werewolf whose blood will be put to the her hubby running.
What we don’t understand at this point in time is
test when mad scientists try to mix it with vampire
blood in hopes of creating a healthy mix between what in Bekinsale’s past can possibly be relevant?
a Vampire and Werewolf. It works out when in an We find the answer to this a bit later in the film when
attempt to save his life and in a not so Romeo and we discover some history concerning both vampires
Juliet fashion, Beckinsale bites him. This mixes the and werewolves. It seems that two sons were born
to Alexander Corvinus back around 780 AD.
Alexander Corvinus was then the only immortal in existence, and when his two sons
were born they also possessed his gift of
immortality. As it so happened, William was
bitten by a wolf, and his brother Marcus was
bitten by a bat (Seriously?), and that’s how
Vampires and Werewolves came to be.
As the movie continues we learn more
about Beckinsale’s past, and find that her
father was the man in charge of building
a super secret cage, built to withstand the
might of the most powerful werewolf,
Marcus’s brother, William. However, this
was back when Beckinsale was first made
a vampire centuries ago, and therefore she
holds the key to unlocking the hidden location of Marcus’s beloved brother.
The catch is of course that if William
is freed from his secret crypt, he and his
brother Marcus will usher in a new era of
darkness, where they will be the fathers of
a new hybrid race of vampires and werewolves.
Will our power couple be able to stop
Marcus’s thirst for god-like power, or will
their names be but foot notes in Marcus’s
epic story world wide domination?
Foot Notes: Be wary when watching
Photo at www.movie.yahoo.com
this movie with parents. Its artfully done
Underworld Evlution is the second of two movies bring in about $26,857,181 its first
sex scene and random moments of nude
weekend showing.

From Under, Pg. 1

Photo at www.movie.yahoo.com

Kate Beckinsale stars in the movie Underworld Evolution that started in
theaters on Jan. 20, 2006.

vampirism may make for one of those awkward
moments, when you realize that mom and dad may
be brainstorming for the next time you’re out of the
house.

Opening in Theaters

Opening February 17
Date Movie-Alyson Hannigan stars in a
parody of modern romantic comedy movies from two of the six writers of “Scary
Movie”
Eight Below-Paul Walker is a researcher in
Antarctica who struggles to recover his eight
sled dogs left behind after a disaster.
Freedomland-A woman (Julianne Moore)
blames an African-American man for kidnapping her child, but a cop (Samuel L. Jackson)
doubts her.
Opening February 24
Doogal-A dog and his friends embark on
a quest to keep the evil wizard Zeebad from
deep-freezing the earth forever.
Running Scared-Paul Walker plays a lowlevel mobster who must recover a gun before
it’s found by his bosses or the cops.
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“Final Destination” is the perfect movie
That adds up to the perfect movie-killing and
money-making machine.
“X-Files” vet James Wong returns to his 2000
Might this be the final “Final Destination”? Don’t
creation for this sequel, which at least has some of
bet on it.
What we have in “Final Destination 3” is the the wit and weight of that first film, and a clever plot
perfect movie formula. Kid gets intuition about touch. This time, it’s not kids about to board a plane
an accident that will happen, freaks out, and saves that blows up. It’s kids about to clamber aboard a
several peers from certain death. Then, death kills rickety roller coaster that will do what we all fear a
coaster will do, impale, decapitate, and crush bodoff those survivors.
And we have the perfect business model. Legions ies into goo.
It’s senior night at someplace that can’t possibly
of unknown young actors are shredded with every
installment, with no repeat cast members forcing up be Disney World, and Wendy, played by Mary Elizabeth Winstead of “Sky High,” is shooting digital
the casting costs.
pictures for the yearbook. But just as her boyfriend
and another couple are nagging her into riding The
Devil’s Flight coaster, she “sees” the accident about
to happen.
She gets hysterical, creates a scene. Her best
friend’s beau, Kevin (Ryan Merriman) gets off with
her, as do a couple of other reluctant classmates. The
ride shoots off, and the rest die horribly.
And that’s just the beginning. “Death’s grand
design,” as they referred to it back in the original,
will not be denied. The survivors are doomed. And
since they can go on the Internet and realize that
Photo at www.movie.yahoo.com
this has happened in two earlier movies, well, it’s
Alexz Johnson stars in the film “Final Destination” where
all about waiting to die.
By Roger Moore
The Orlando Sentinel (KRT)

students find themselves faced with death.

From Credit, Pg. 5

judgmental universe of credit reports,
you’re having your score inexorably
downgraded with every breath because you aren’t still paying all those
tax bills.
You have not one but three Social
Security numbers. That is passing
strange for a reason other than the
obvious: After many years of forced
labor (sadly, the two most salient facts
of your financial life are that you have
no trust funds and no rich ancestors),
one credit bureau insists, “You have no
Employment History on file.” After so
many jobs? So many bosses?
Though you think your daily existence is pedestrian, in truth you are
the object of others’ fascination. Passionate curiosity, even. People want to
know all there is to know about you.
Your credit file discloses that these
people have been asking the credit
bureaus to divulge your innermost
secrets.
Unfortunately, these suitors do not
include Charlize Theron or George
Clooney. These inquiring minds work
for banks that want to give you credit

cards or insurance companies that
think your existence is so pedestrian
that you’re a low risk of doing anything more dangerous than sending
them premium payments.
After marveling at your three credit
files, you contacted the reporting bureaus to correct what you could. You
said thanks for the items that were
listed correctly (spouse: one).

The weight of these movies comes from their
grasp of the flippant sense of immortality of teenagers, and how they react to death. Some, such as Lewis
the jock (Texas Battle), are in denial. The atheist
(Kris Lemche) dismisses the whole idea. Kevin and
Wendy seem to straddle the fence between fighting
their fate or accepting it.
Wong puts lots of effort into showing chain reactions, the maintenance issues, careless employees,
bad drivers and the rules being broken by callous
teens that lead to sudden, gruesome death.
His co-written script can crack “If you ever have
to come to my funeral” and intellectualize what the
kids are going through.
“If there’s any place that makes you feel there’s
no life after death, it’s a cemetery.”
He can put a couple of cliched Barbies into tanning beds (naked) and murder them, but he can’t
make us care enough to laugh or wince. He can have
a kid who openly questions Christianity kill pigeons
with a nail gun, but he can’t make him interesting
or menacing. He has no heart.
All Wong is up to is setting another trap, staging
another crash-smash, slicing or squishing. Maybe
that’s why he’s been sentenced to “Final Destinations.” The horrible punishment fits the movie-making crime.

report tells you the most crucial things
you need to know about consumer
credit and its diabolical twin, debt.
You need someone to remind you
that it makes sense to borrow for assets
that appreciate in value, like condos
and houses. And that you need to be
careful about borrowing money for
assets that depreciate, like autos. Because in the latter case you risk having the debt you incur today outlive
the vehicle you’re buying on credit:
from Hummer to bummer in 60 easy
installments.
These are simple principles to embrace. Credit? Good. Debt? Not always
good. Education appreciates in value,
delivering better jobs, bigger paychecks and the satisfaction that you’re
doing your best with your abilities. So
school debt makes sense. But, still paying interest to Visa for your Halloween
costume? Harder to justify.
Then you stopped groveling and
So as football season ends, credit
turned pensive. Because while it’s report season looms. It’s a chance
good that the nice people at the report- to separate yourself from the dumb
ing bureaus genuinely do seem inter- choices of deadbeats like John R.
ested in correcting their errors, you’ve Public. But it’s not enough to protect
spotted the real error here: No credit you from yourself.

No credit report tells
you the most crucial
things you need to
know about consumer credit and its
diabolical twin, debt.

Did you
know that
American
consumers
purchase
over 130
million
roses on
Valentine’s
Day and
that 66
percent are
red?
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Crossword Puzzle Solutions on page 15
Across
1) June honoree
4) G-sharp
9) Rigging supports
14) Regard with regret
15) “Mule Train”
singer Frankie
16) Serenity
17) Wild, white canine
19) Excessive
20) Type of shark
21) Sicilian volcano
22) Vacuous
23) Pitcher Tiant
25 Herb of early TV
27) Mean- spirited to
the max
30) Dutch painter
31) Make happy
32) Complaint
33) rounded lump
37) Small batteries
38) Turns down
41) Exist
42) Osculate
44) Future jr.
45) Operatic Mario
47) Shapely fruits
49) Continue
50) Baseball blow
53) Plum variety
54) Bellowing
55) Pugilist Max
57) Current craze
61) Prefix with economics
62) Gilbert and Sullivan
shows
64) Old anesthetic
65) Extend a subscription
66) Broom’s cousin
67) Heads up
68) B+ or A-

The Whalesong

Classifieds

Wanted:
Roommate willing to share cooking, cleaning, rent and utilities for
studio apartment. $400/month. Must
have own sleeping bag, thermarest
pad, and porta potty.
Wanted:
Date for Mardi Gras dance. I have
the beads you just need to bring the
goods. If interested show up at the
dance wearing a feather tail. Don’t
worry, I’ll find you.
Wanted:
Better school policies regarding
attendance and grades.
Wanted:
Independently wealthy middleaged woman/women who want to
support and spend time with two lovable and good matured (cute too!) out
of work ski/climbing dudes. Reply at
Eaglecrest. Ask for “those two guys
who rip!”

69) Shifty

29) Sauciness
31 Trickles (through)
Down
32) 1970s Wimbledon star
1) Whiskey shot
34) Daily Planet reporter
2) Distinctive air
35) Rice-shaped pasta
3) 52 cards
36) Conk on the noggin
4) ”Sting like a bee” boxer 39) Genesis twin
5) “Deal with the truth...”
40) Trudge
6) Cheers up
43) pierced
7) Shortly
46) Deflect
8) Lubbock sch.
48) Oversights
9) Gallant escort
49) Spoiled
10) Given to plays on 50) Actress Veronica
words
51) Pontificate
11) Actor Quinn
52) Chocolate coffee flavor
12) Meet with fellow alums 53) Actress Davis
13) Bulldogger’s beast
56) Unoriginal one
18) “Rent me” sign
58) 24-hr. cash conveniences
24) Operator
59) “The Ballad of Read26) Test for weight
ing”
27) Bird’s bill
60) Catch a glimps of
28) Jai __
63) Lamb’s mama

Wanted:
I am looking for a spacious apartment that will allow my pet crocodile.
The max amount I will spend on rent
is $100/month. 555-RENT
Wanted:
Looking for a smaller bed. I won’t
be needing my king size anymore since
I forgot Valentine’s Day. Please call
555-OOPS.
Found:
A large amount of money in a very
nice money clip. Please call to claim.
Must be able to describe money clip
and know the serial numbers on the
hundred dollar bills.
Found:
I found a small black date book
with several female phone numbers
inside. I am burning it.
Lost:
A small black book somewhere on
school campus. Please return if found.
It is contains numbers that I need for
my social life.
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Mardi Gras parade on krewes’ control
By Lee Hancock
The Dallas Morning News (KRT)

NEW ORLEANS - Lloyd
Frischhertz stepped over the deflated
dinghy still tied to his front steps, loafers crunching through the dried muck
that coated the gaping entrance to his
Lakeview home.
He and his wife, Marcelle, had
driven in from Baton Rouge to meet
with neighbors for the first time since
Hurricane Katrina turned their block
into a wasteland. Like the Frischhertzes, almost everyone on their stretch of
Louis XIV Avenue that January afternoon was vowing to rebuild.
Lloyd Frischhertz paused over a
mound of gunk on his porch. Then he
guffawed.
“Now, this, this is worth saving,”
the lawyer said, fishing out a golden
toilet brush wrapped in fake flowers.
He offered it to his wife with a
flourish and a kiss, declaring, “Her
queen’s scepter, from the Krewe of
Tucks.”
Beaming, Marcelle Frischhertz
waved the trinket she’d once carried
as a Mardi Gras queen as if it might
sweep the debris from her blighted
yard and clean the 12-foot-high waterline from her peach cottage, maybe
even resurrect the live oaks dying
overhead.
“Just because we had this storm,
everybody can’t just lay down and
die,” she said. “We have to go on. We
just wouldn’t be ourselves without
Mardi Gras.”
Despite hell and high water, the
Krewe of Tucks, founded 38 years
ago by Lloyd Frischhertz and fraternity brother Bobby Reichert, will still
hit the streets this carnival season,
the 150th year for their city’s Mardi
Gras.
They know they’ll raise some eyebrows, as always. But for them, as for
the other Mardi Gras faithful, bringing
back Carnival is softening the pain of
lost homes and livelihoods and forced
exiles.
They say their broken, beloved city
needs something this crazy to take the
edge off, to ease their rising desperation and their anger that the outside
world has forgotten them.
“You can’t look at bad all day long,”

Lloyd Frischhertz said. “It’s like hope.
There’s hope that allows people to deal
with the everyday trauma of life. It also
brings back the optimism. People in
Mardi Gras, they got spirit. They got
pizazz.”
Having Mardi Gras so soon after
any calamity, let alone six months after
the country’s worst natural disaster,
might sound nuts. But New Orleans
prides itself on being a place apart,
an irrepressible city where public
celebration honors death and informs
daily life.
To be sure, almost any Mardi Gas
participant, black or white, well off or
barely making it, seems compelled to
start conversations about Carnival as
if channeling the visitors and conventions bureau, how tourism is New
Orleans’ No.1 industry and Mardi Gras
is the crown jewel, “the greatest free
show on earth,” bankrolled by private
citizens and good for an estimated $1
billion in annual revenues. They say
that even a toned-down Carnival could
jump-start their battered economy and
show that New Orleans is “open for
business.”
Some worry how it will look to the
rest of the country, given that some
say federal officials mulling recovery
aid requests have acted like teetotalers asked to pick up the city’s bar tab.
But their eyes light up when they start
describing the music and revelry and
general silliness that takes hold across
the city each Carnival season.
Even people who make a living
fighting New Orleans’ famously chronic ills talk of the impromptu parties
breaking out in every neighborhood.
Furniture and grills are dragged out
onto the grassy expanses known as
neutral grounds for the passing shows.
Kids catch beads and giggle and dance.
Elders share fried chicken and crawfish
and beer with people they see only on
Mardi Gras.
“Mardi Gras brings in all socioeconomic groups. It covers all neighborhoods. It’s so much more than these
big parades,” said Susan Clinton, a
longtime Tucks member and a physical
therapist at the LSU Health Science
Center.
It’s annual reminder of why they
love New Orleans so, and why their

Photo from www.mardigras.com

Masks in all shapes and sizes cover faces, hang on doors and decorate floats during the Mardi Gras celebrations.

families have stayed for generations.
When French explorer Pierre LeMoyne d’Iberville set up a camp in 1699
at the mouth of the Mississippi River
south of present-day New Orleans, he
named it Pointe du Mardi Gras in honor of the religious holiday celebrated
that very day across France.
*Frischhertz and Reichert were
Loyola University frat boys in the late
1960s when they finagled a permit and
christened their krewe for the Uptown
college bar where it was born.
It started with jokes of becoming
the first white flambeau carriers, joining the young black men who traditionally carried torches for old-line krewes
in nighttime parades.
Riechert, then 18, decided one
night to show fellow drinkers at Friar
Tucks Bar that he was up to the job.
He punched up “Mardi Gras Mambo”
on the jukebox, leapt on a table and began bellowing along, waving a 6-foot
length of stacked bar straws topped
with flaming napkins. Someone told
him to sit down, shut up and start his
own parade, Reichert recalled.
“I said, `You know, that guy’s got
one hell of an idea.’”

The Krewe of Tucks first rolled
in 1969 with frat brothers and coeds
tossing beads from hastily decorated
pickups and boats hauled on trailers.
They brought a distinctly Animal
House vibe to their procession.
The Tucks’ motto: “Booze, Beer,
Bourbon and Broads.”
They eventually graduated to serious parading but still maintained their
bad-boy reputations.
It’s been decades, though, since
Frischhertz last had to get court orders
to stop the police from pulling their
marching permits, or he and Reichert
mortgaged homes to keep the krewe
afloat.
The men and women who pay about
$750 to ride and attend Tucks’ parties
and balls each season are mostly middle-aged teachers and lawyers, medical
technicians, doctors and nurses and
college professors. About two-thirds
are locals, and most others have New
Orleans ties. There are contingents
from Dallas and Houston and riders
from as far away as California and
New York.
Tucks’ 2005 parade had nearly

See Mardi Gras, Pg. 16
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National News
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”Outside of the killings, Washington has one of the lowest crime rates in the country.”

Marion Barry

Protests express frustration with the West
Knight Ridder, Abu-Laban acknowledged that he
began contacting Muslims in the Middle East late
last year in an effort to build pressure on the Danish
COPENHAGEN, Denmark - The Muslim cleric government to condemn the cartoons.
blamed for instigating protests over a dozen cartoons
“European politicians want Muslim votes,” he
depicting the Prophet Muhammad said Tuesday that said. “We were running a campaign, trying to create
he never intended for rioters to attack Danish embas- pressure.”
sies and businesses in the Middle East and that he
Abu-Laban said he’d helped organize visits to
was crying for Denmark.
Egypt and Lebanon, where he and other Muslims
But Ahmed Abu-Laban, who leads a mosque in from Denmark displayed the cartoons. He said the
Copenhagen’s Muslim neighborhood, also said Dan- visits were aimed at garnering political support, not
ish officials brought the crisis on themselves by not inciting riots.
responding to initial protests and that he didn’t feel
“We did not go to incite people,” he said. “We did
responsible for the way the dispute had developed. not go to the cafes to whip up support. We targeted
“People credit me with far more power than I rectors, scholars, mufti (experts in Islamic law),
have,” Abu-Laban said. “The people rioting are not learned men of Islam who could help us to make
rioting in my name. They’ve never heard of me. They heard our point in a place where officials have little
are furious because of the insult to Muhammad.”
time for religion.”
By Matthew Schofield
Knight Ridder Newspapers (KRT)

and Europeans.
“Islam does not spread by the sword,” he said.
“There is no al-Qaida connection here. We are Danish, and we are Muslim.”
Abu-Laban conducted the interview in fluent
English while sitting in the mosque’s library. He
said he was born in Cairo, Egypt, but had lived in
Denmark for years.
He said he first became involved in the dispute
even before the cartoons appeared in the influential
Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten last September
because he’d heard that the editors were seeking
depictions of Muhammad.
Abu-Laban said he went to the paper’s editors and
warned them not to publish depictions of Muhammad. “Do not make fun of the Prophet,” he said he
told them. “Choose anyone else from the Muslim
world. We can understand anyone else. Muhammad

Photo and description from http://www.supremecourtus.gov/about/north&southwalls.pdf

Prophet Muhammad’s (fourth from the right, holding a scimitar and the Qur’an) teachings explain and implement Qur’anic principles. The figure above is a well-intentioned attempt by the sculptor, Adolph Weinman, to honor Muhammad and it bears no resemblance to Muhammad. Muslims generally have a strong aversion to sculptured or pictured representations of their Prophet.

The cartoons, which were first published in Denmark in September, have led to angry demonstrations in the Middle East and Asia and a commercial
boycott of Danish products in several Middle Eastern countries. The demonstrators say the cartoons
violate Muslim prohibitions against creating images
of Muhammad.
Last weekend, protesters set fire to the Danish
embassies in Damascus, Syria, and Beirut, Lebanon.
Demonstrations continued Tuesday in Afghanistan,
where U.N. peacekeepers killed five protesters,
and Iran, where demonstrators stormed the Danish
embassy in Tehran.
President Bush called Danish Prime Minister
Anders Fogh Rasmussen on Tuesday “to express
support and solidarity with Denmark,” White House
spokesman Scott McClellan said. The protests
haven’t targeted the United States. Last Friday, the
White House said the cartoons shouldn’t have been
published.
McClellan said Bush and Rasmussen “reiterated
the importance of tolerance and respect for religions
of all faith, and freedom of press.”
In a wide-ranging two-hour interview with

When the protests turned violent, he said, he felt
sympathy for Denmark.
“I cry for Denmark. I cry for the Danish people,”
he said.
But he was unrepentant, and blamed the West’s
view of Islam as the primary cause of the violence.
“This protest is not about the cartoons, offensive
as they are,” he said. “The cartoons are merely the
final drop that caused the cup to overflow. The Muslim faith has been under attack for years. There has
been intense psychological pressure on Muslims.
We have heard Western politicians relate our faith
to terrorism, over and over again, and it is too much.
This was the response.”
Many here accuse Abu-Laban of extremism and
describe the mosque he leads, the Danish Islamic
Community, as a center of radical Islam.
But Abu-Laban, whose mosque complex is in an
old factory in the largely Muslim Noerrbro neighborhood, rejected those labels. He called suggestions
that he supports Osama bin Laden insulting and said
those who linked him to al-Qaida were looking for
easy answers to difficult problems between Muslims

we cannot accept.”
When the paper published the drawings, ranging from straightforward to joking - one shows
Muhammad standing in clouds, calling out, “Stop,
stop, we ran out of virgins” - Abu Laban asked for
an apology. When none was forthcoming, he had 10
ambassadors from Islamic countries ask Rasmussen
to get involved. In November, Abu-Laban began his
tour of the Middle East with a 40-page dossier on
what he calls the West’s “Islamaphobia.”
That led to the protests.
On Jan. 30, Carsten Juste, Jyllands-Posten’s editor in chief, apologized for any offense the cartoons
had given, though he defended the paper’s right to
print them. Tuesday, he declined to comment on
Abu-Laban’s statements. His office said he no longer
was making media statements on the subject.
Abu-Laban predicted that the controversy won’t
be a permanent stumbling block to relations between
Danes and Muslims, which he described as being
“like a large lake.”
“The surface shows many waves, but underneath
life is calm,” he said. “I believe with dialogue we
can calm the surface as well.”
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Wikipedia describes the cartoons causing furor

-The Islamic star and crescent partially symbolizing the face of Muhammad; his right eye is the star,
the crescent surrounds his beard and face.
-Muhammad with a bomb in his turban, with a
lit fuse and the Islamic creed written on the bomb.
This drawing is considered the most controversial
of the twelve.
-Muhammad standing in a gentle pose with a halo
in the shape of a crescent moon. The middle part of
the crescent is obscured, revealing only the edges
which resemble horns.
-An abstract drawing of crescent moons and Stars
of David and a poem on oppression of women “Profet! Med kuk og knald i låget som holder kvinder
under åget!” In English the poem could be read as:
“Prophet, you crazy bloke! Keeping women under
yoke!”
-Muhammad as a simple wanderer, in the desert,
at sunset. There is a donkey in the background.
-A nervous caricaturist, shakily drawing Muhammad while looking over his shoulder.

-Two angry Muslims charge forward with sabres
and bombs, while Muhammad addresses them with:
“Rolig, venner, når alt kommer til alt er det jo bare
en tegning lavet af en vantro sønderjyde.” (Loosely,
“Relax guys, it's just a drawing made by some infidel
South Jutlander” South Jutland as a reference would,
for a Dane, connote the feeling of something like the
middle of nowhere.
-An Arab-looking boy in front of a blackboard,
pointing to the Farsi chalkings, which translate into
“The editorial team of Jyllands-Posten is a bunch
of reactionary provocateurs.” The boy is labelled
“Mohammed, Valby school, 7.A,” implying that this
is a second-generation immigrant to Denmark rather
than the founder of Islam. On his shirt is written
“Fremtiden” (the future).
-Another drawing shows Muhammad prepared
for battle with a short sabre in one hand and a black
bar censoring his eyes. He is flanked by two women
in hijabs having only their wide open eyes visible.
-Muhammad standing on a cloud, greeting dead

suicide bombers with “Stop Stop vi er løbet tør
for Jomfruer!” (“Stop, stop, we have run out of
virgins!”), an allusion to the promised reward to
martyrs.
-Another shows journalist Kåre Bluitgren wearing a turban with the proverbial orange dropping
into it, with the inscription “Publicity Stunt.” In
his hand is a child’s stick drawing of Muhammad.
The proverb “an orange in the turban” is a Danish
expression meaning “a stroke of luck”: here, the
added publicity for the book.
-A police line-up of seven people wearing turbans, with the witness saying: “Hm... jeg kan ikke
lige genkende ham.” (“Hm... I can't really recognize
him”). Not all people in the line-up are immediately
identifiable. They are: (1) A generic Hippie (2) politician Pia Kjaersgaard (3) possibly Jesus, (4) possibly
Buddha, (5) possibly Muhammad, (6) a generic
Indian Guru and (7) journalist Kåre Bluitgren carrying a sign saying: “Kåres PR, ring og få et tilbud.”
(“Kåre’s public relations, call and get an offer”).

Prophet often depicted in Islamic, Western worlds
By Andrew Maykuth
Knight Ridder Newspapers (KRT)

When the U.S. Supreme Court
convenes in Washington, the justices
sit in their grand courtroom beneath a
carved marble frieze depicting 18 great
lawgivers from the ages.
On the south wall are the ancients:
Confucius, Octavian and Moses holding the Ten Commandments. And on
the north wall, along with Justice John
Marshall and Napoleon Bonaparte,
standing between Charlemagne and
Justinian, is the prophet Muhammad,
cradling a sword and a copy of the
Holy Koran.
In the furor that has erupted since
the publication of controversial Danish
cartoons of Muhammad, many claims
have circulated in the media about
Islam’s prohibitions about artistic depictions of the prophet, or any human
figures.
But Muhammad’s image is portrayed far more widely than many
believe, and not just in the West, in
the highest court in America, where
the prophet’s likeness was chiseled in
stone about 70 years ago.
In Iran, images of Muhammad are
widely circulated among the predominantly Shia population. The 1994 book
“Arab Comic Strips” shows a modern
cartoon image of an infant Muhammad

in the arms of his nurse, though his face
is obscured in a brilliant halo.
In the 15 centuries since Muhammad lived, Islamic artists have
portrayed the prophet heroically in
paintings now on display in such institutions as the Metropolitan Museum of
Art and the Fine Arts Museum of San
Francisco.
Nor does there appear to be any
uniform prohibition against portraying
the human figure in Islam.
“Right from the beginning of
Islamic history, and in a number of
periods since, paintings of figures on
walls and in art have been practiced
in Islam,” said Renata Holod, curator of the University of Pennsylvania
Museum’s Islamic art collection.
Conservative strains of the faith,
such as the Wahhabis in Saudi Arabia, maintain that Islamic law strictly
prohibits any portraiture because only
God can create human images. The
Taliban in Afghanistan took this belief
to an extreme when they systematically
defaced figurative artwork, including
ancient images of Buddha.
But scholars say no clear doctrine
defines Islam. Like believers of other
global faiths, such as Christianity,
the world’s 1.3 billion Muslims hold
a variety of beliefs about religious
imagery. Experts say human figures
have appeared frequently in Islamic art

through the ages, particularly in Persia
and in Turkey.
“Although there is a widespread
misconception to the contrary, there
are in fact a great many depictions of
human beings in Islamic art, produced
by Muslim artists for pious Muslim
patrons,” Andras J. Riedlmayer, an Islamic scholar at Harvard University’s
Fine Arts Library, wrote in an Internet
posting this week.
The historic portraits of Muhammad have caused a fuss on the Internet,
where several commentators have
posted collections from the Islamic
world and the West that portray Muhammad.
One San Francisco Bay Area site,
zombietime.com, posted portraits
with the explanation that images of
Muhammad are “nothing new.” The
site’s author contends that the Danish
cartoons have created such an uproar
only because, “no other images of
Mohammed have ever been so widely
publicized.”
But art historians and scholars say
there is a dramatic distinction between
the respectful way that the prophet has
been portrayed in Islamic art against
the intentionally provocative depictions in the Danish cartoons, which
have triggered protests across the
world.
“The real problem with the Danish

cartoons, of course, is not just that
they purported to be portraits of the
Prophet, but that they were openly
and deliberately meant to be insulting,
while most of the images that have
passed without causing similar uproar
were not produced with an intent to
mock or offend,” wrote Harvard’s
Riedlmayer.
But even the respectful images have
proven sensitive in the past.
Nine years ago, the Council on
American-Islamic Relations demanded the Supreme Court remove the image of Muhammad from the marble
frieze.
“While appreciating the fact that
Muhammad was included in the
court’s pantheon of 18 prominent
lawgivers of history, CAIR noted that
Islam discouraged its followers from
portraying any prophet in paintings,
sculptures or other artistic representations,” the organization said in a published history. CAIR also objected that
the prophet was shown with a sword,
“reinforcing long-held stereotypes of
Muslims as intolerant conquerors.”
Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist
rejected the request to sandblast Muhammad, saying the artwork “was
intended only to recognize him, among
many other lawgivers, as an important
figure in the history of law; it is not
intended as a form of idol worship.”
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becomes the norm, such ego-pandering self-serving
sanctions pervert relationships among the private
citizens, and the world becomes a miserable place
for all. In this reality, those who have become the
best at playing this game just end up mentally scared
for their life and living in their high dungeons while
the multitude wallow in despair beneath.
Sen. John McCain (R-AZ) and Sen. Russ Feingold (D-WI) tried to address this issue on the
campaign trail last summer. With a Republican
congressional majority, however, that was of little
avail.
It looks as though the Abramoff revelations were
necessary to reveal this philosophy as the monster it
really is. Now, maybe, the electorate will take a hard
look at the issue. McCain and Feingold were able to
curtail direct contributions, somewhat, but it seems
the corruption occurs with soft money—free travel,
meals, gifts (golfing excursions) and whatnot.
Common Cause, the political action organization, has been petitioning for quite awhile to make
public financing of elections the rule, nationwide.
Many states have already legislated such requirements, but this is of little significance in federal
elections.
Seriously, public financing would be a lot cheaper than bailing out banks, subsidizing egregious
profits for pharmaceutical and oil companies, and

From Intern, Pg. 1

contribute to expanding the potential
of her accomplishments.
It would be easy to get totally absorbed in this political crucible except
that Clive Thomas, Professor of Political Science at UAS, brings the students
back to the pure ideology that is a
vital root of any healthily motivated
legislative body. “The academic work
is first and foremost,” he immediately
explains.
While the vast majority of the
student’s efforts come in the form of 30
to 40 hour work weeks in a legislator’s
office, none of the nine to 12 credits
will be awarded if the student fails on
the academic side. That begins with
a compulsory three-day orientation
followed by seven three-hour-long
seminars held every other week. Five
written papers make up the remainder
of the student’s seminar grade.
Professor Thomas has been the
program director since its inception in
1987. He is the author of 10 books and
numerous publications that offer ideas
for understanding the dynamics of the
political spectrum of our society. The

financing an unwinnable war for democracy in an
inappropriately educated Middle East.
For the elected and unelected office-thieving,
scared bullies—whose kingpin triumphantly proclaimed, “Now I’m the President,” in Alexander
Haig fashion after Gore had conceded to an already
slanted Supreme Court—it’s time we addressed all
the veiled bribery that occurs.
Ultimately, we may need to put those elected
under a sort of house arrest for their terms of service.
Though that sounds utterly ludicrous, we don’t have
many other alternatives.
The bottom line is ethical public administration,
not just the look (or WORDS) of it. This will never
be realized if we continue to blindly allow the dishonest, unethical SNEAKS to steal elections and
dupe us into sanctioning their petty, self-serving
power grabs.
The fellowship of Bush followers reminds me of
the youth many of us must have experienced. It harkens to our ego-driven teenage years. A time of life
out of which most everyone has grown or matured.
We became adults when we attained the reality of
what Sigmund Freud termed a Superego. In this
natural process of aging, we recognize that the good
of all turns out to be what is better for me.
Abramoff, Alito, insiders Carl Rowe and Bill
Frist, treasonous Scooter Libby, et. al., have started
America on a path that will be difficult to reverse—
but WE can do it!

longevity and success of the program
can be attributed to his passionate commitment to the social scientific view of
government in action.
Today, he warns, “The common attitude toward politics is very negative,
more negative in America, especially
the American West.” Of course, the
best way to dispel any picture tainted
with stereotypical poor imagery is to
dig deeply into the vast pool of hidden
meaning. The ultimate goal of the program is to offer a unique perspective
of the legislative process by integrating
the intellectual study with the day-today, real-life experience.
Former intern Louie Flora remembers the tension between the daily
dynamics and grind with the need to
focus on the class assignments. “It’s
difficult intellectualizing your thoughts
amid the actual work everyday,” he
said. At times the papers seemed to
be an unnecessary distraction, but
they were also a good vehicle for
mobilizing the energy for a reflective
understanding.
Flora obviously has fond memories
of the bi-weekly seminars. Presently

Confined Freedom
Confined Freedom
Clipped Wings
no spread.
Soaring psyche,
dull dread.
Roosting eagle
wild, asea.
Tethered will,
frustrates flee.
Locked night.
Clanged cure.
Tumble bolt
feeble, sure.
Last shard,
“My light!”
Seize hard,
Hold tight.
Release.
Let free.
What will.
Will be.

By John S. Sonin
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serving as an aid to Rep. Paul Seaton, those who will follow.
It won’t happen if the candy behe volunteers a few hours one evening
to participate in the seminar with this comes a habitual source of satisfaction. The work to be done to make
year’s interns and Rep. Eric Croft.
A topic for this week’s study is government successful requires critical
power, one of the obvious attractions to thinking. The intensity of the legislaelected office and a prime force behind tive participation blends appropriately
all legislative accomplishments. Kris- with the study of academic models to
tina Hulbert, an intern in Rep. David offer hope for instilling a deep-seated
Gutenberg’s office, offers a synopsis passion for democracy into a few of
of her research and a lively provoca- tomorrow’s potential leaders.
For more information on the protive discussion follows. A simple word
expands into multi-faceted possibili- gram go to http://www.uas.alaska.
edu/internprogram/.
ties as recollections of
past legislators are offered to line up with the
various forms of power
the students discovered
at work.
Rep. Croft closes
the night with the solemn thought that “every generation has to
defend its democracy.”
Here among this small
group of impressive
young minds are the
mentors committed to Photo by Rich Moniak
passing this torch to Tim Burch of UAS is an intern this session with Rep. Beth Kerttula of Juneau.
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University of North Dakota
debates attendance policy
By David Dodds
Knight Ridder Newspapers (KRT)

University of North Dakota is looking at revising a school policy that
would let professors grade students,
in part, on whether they show up for
class.
Tom Rand, associate dean of the
college of arts and sciences, presented
a draft of the proposed policy to UND’s
Student Senate on Sunday night.
Currently, school policy states that
attendance is not a good measure of
students’ competence, and therefore,
it shouldn’t be used as a criterion in
grading.
The new policy, which will go
before the full University Senate later
this spring semester, would say “if
attendance and/or participation are required and will impact grading, it is the
responsibility of the instructor to communicate clearly that policy to students
during the first week of class.”
The University Academic Policies
Committee began working on the new

policy after it handled two lengthy appeals by students, Rand said.
He said the committee has looked
at existing policies for a dozen other
universities, including North Dakota
State University in Fargo. NDSU’s
attendance policy is stronger than
UND’s, he said.
Mike Nowacki, a student senator,
suggested that the committee’s work
might be a waste of time.
“I don’t know why it’s the university’s business whether we come to class
or not - it’s our loss,” Nowacki said.
The student senate took a straw
poll on the issue Sunday, with the
“no” votes heavily outweighing the
“yes” side.
Bobby Haskins, student body
president, said that sentiment would
be expressed when the matter comes
before the University Senate.
Rand said he’s neutral, but if he
were to vote on the new policy, he’d
vote for it. He’s confident instructors
wouldn’t abuse it.

Crossword
solutions
Crossword on page 10

From Road, Pg. 6

reason groups have taken to championing the cause of the bald eagle. Several
websites you can visit mention the road
will come within a half-mile of roughly
100 bald eagle nests. I am not sure of
the precise reason for this choice, or
what lasting message it is supposed
to convey to local residents. There is
certainly the appearance, particularly
so in Juneau, that the bald eagle is both
thriving and abundant in the region
despite having to survive amidst its
many inhabitants and the infrastructure
which supports them.
Indeed, bald eagles were a frequent
companion throughout most of our
trip. The days were long; characterized by hour after hour of leaping or
scrambling or carefully and deliberately making our way across, up, over,
and at times even under the rocks and
boulders making up the formidable
shore of the Lynn Canal.
When we would come up against
ground that was just too difficult or
time consuming to traverse, we would
simply head straight up. This was easier at certain times than others. Quite
often it involved rather frightening
climbing up loose mossy cliffs to gain
the steep but vegetated slopes above.
These might eventually bring us to a
nondescript game trail that would more
often than not prove just as difficult to
travel as the shore. I wonder about the
workers trying to build a road through
there.

is the city better off
with the additional
jobs and sources of
revenue that a road
might create?
Equally curious to me, in considering the road has been damaging
behavior of Governor Murkowski and
some of the high-ranking officials at
the DOT. Their belligerent push that
plans for the road continue, whatever the cost, is in direct opposition
to a majority of voters in the affected
communities. This arrogance and selfrighteousness has likely served only
in strengthening the resolve of those

opposed, and has done little to further
the debate. The governor’s unwillingness, apparently, to even acknowledge
the concerns of so many members of
the public he was elected to serve is
indicative of a more broad disconnect
among today’s public officials.
Perhaps the governor and some of
his officials might ask of themselves:
is the city better off with the additional
jobs and sources of revenue that a road
might create? Does the road represent
the best balance between the needs
of the communities involved and the
environment? Is this the will of the
people? Is road construction the appropriate use of such vast sums of
the public’s money? How will a road
affect the way of life for the residents
of Southeast Alaska? These are difficult questions—and only a handful of
many surrounding the road—without
obvious answers.
As we sat across from Seduction
Point (approximately 8 miles south
of where the road currently is to end)
awaiting our swimming gear—we
planned a three-mile swim across the
canal at that point, though the weather
would prove too rough to swim that
day and my part of the trip ended—I
was as conflicted as ever about the
road. There had been no epiphanies
along the way (though at one point
while crawling on my stomach through
dense brush, my face in and out of the
dirt, I thought one about my life might
be forthcoming, but nothing ever materialized) Thinking about our trip, I
realized it could not be repeated if the
road were built. The isolation and the
committing nature of the experience
had made it what it was. The majority
of these elements would certainly be
lost if in the future we were camped,
instead, 30 feet from a road, rather
than many hard fought miles, as was
the case.
Nonetheless, throughout my time
on the hike I could not help but think
what a stunning stretch of road it could
be, and how, practical concerns aside,
my life in Juneau would be the richer
if I could easily revisit the enchanting places I had discovered along the
way. In the end, however, I was left
considering, in the words of Dwight D
Eisenhower, the “balance between the
clearly necessary and the comfortably
desirable.” The road does seem more
of a comfort, doesn’t it?
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From Mardi Gras, Pg. 11

1,000 riders on 35 floats, 11 of which are owned by
the krewe and two that are Louisiana’s only Mardi
Gras floats with lounges. One, a $100,000 ride,
features leather couches, a TV, flush toilets and a
wet bar.
As always, though, Tucks’ king greeted his subjects with a toilet plunger, riding atop what looks for
all the world like King Kong’s toilet. The queen’s
float was more dignified, a rolling pedestal from
which she waved a tastefully gilded toilet brush.
Among their signature “throws” tossed to the
crowds: rolls of toilet paper with krewe logos and
miniature, water-squirting toilets.
“They’re wild people,” said Arthur Hardy, a local
personality who produces a Mardi Gras guide and
does Carnival TV commentary. “They don’t try to
be in any way politically correct or socially elite.
They have a toilet-seat float, for God’s sake. Dignity
is not their thing.”
In the first weeks after Katrina, Reichert was
ready to call off the party. Too much of the city was
wrecked and too many residents had been uprooted
by the storm.
His house, a few blocks from Lake Ponchartrain,
got only about a half an inch of water, but his dozen
rental properties in Lakeview got 12 feet or more,
and he had nowhere near enough insurance. As if
that wasn’t enough misery, he had hip replacement
surgery just before Katrina and then had to undergo
back surgery weeks afterward.
Frischhertz was about to sell his house in Lakeview and move into one he’d just built nearby when
the storm hit. Both were inundated, along with his
mother-in-law’s duplex and his sons’ homes.
Reichert said it was quickly clear that other krewe
members were in similar straits, and that residents
of his old neighborhood and other parts of the city
were far worse off.
“I did not want to parade,” he said. “I thought it
would be an insult to everybody who lost their home,
had to move, lost somebody.”
But captains from other krewes began calling
to say they wanted to roll. Hardy, the Mardi Gras
commentator, also called Reichert and other krewes’
captains and city leaders, warning that pulling the
plug would send a message that the city had given up.
And Tucks veterans who called to check on Reichert
also said they wanted to hit the streets.
“If you’re not gonna have Mardi Gras, why have
Christmas? Why have New Year’s?” said Rudy Ormond, a former Tucks King who had 4 feet of water
in the first floor of his house near Loyola and also
had three rental houses inundated.
So Tucks was in.
Working out particulars with city officials took
months, and there were some squabbles, including
a court fight by a disgruntled Zulu member challenging his group’s decision to parade. But the city
approved a two-week parade season, and krewes
agreed to one downtown parade route along St.

Photo from www.mardigras.com

The celebration of Mardi Gras has been a tradition in New Orleans for many years with 28 parades dancing on the streets signifying the biggest party of the
year has begun.

Charles Avenue. An ad agency began trying to round
up $2 million in corporate sponsorship for police
and cleanup expenses, a search still being finalized
last week.
Reichert and other krewe leaders from across the
region began working with bead importers in early
October, months after their orders for the coming
Carnival season would ordinarily be finalized. The
city’s main importer, Dan Kelly of Beads by the
Dozen, said strangers began handing him and his
retail clerks cash or pledges to cover bead purchases
for storm victims.
In late October, Reichert went on television with
veteran local newsman Tom Bagwill to discuss
Mardi Gras and surprised him on the air with a
plunger and the news that Bagwill would be Tucks’
chosen king. He and Frischhertz then called and
asked Clinton to be queen.
The krewe’s beads are still being trucked crosscountry and some out-of-town high school bands
hired for the Feb. 25 parade are threatening to cancel
because of lingering storm hazards.
Riechert said he’ll be in his usual irreverent form,
despite more bad luck: a tornado hit his home on
Friday and then slammed into several of his other
Katrina-damaged properties.
For him, a wave of the right toilet brush can do
that, quiet worries for an hour or two, even make
whatever comes next a little more bearable.
“This is strength of the community and its uniqueness, it’s not just a drunken party,” said Frischhertz.
“This is how we deal with adversity. We get loony.
This is what makes you sane.”

Mardi Gras Facts:
The old-line carnival organizations
thrive on exclusivity, hosting private
balls where marriageable young
women are presented to society.
But boundary-stretching revelry was
a staple long before tourists began
bartering beads for bared body parts
on Bourbon Street.
Wearing masks during Carnival
allowed racial mixing in public
before the Civil War. High-society
women in the Victorian era also
wore masks so they could attend
balls in the red-light district,
according to a political history of
Mardi Gras by New Orleans Times
Picayune columnist James Gill.
Early processions often skewered
current events and prominent
figures.

